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Bates Again Gains $4,000
From DuPont Corporation
President Charles F. Phillips has announced the receipt
of a $4,000 grant from the E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Corporation.
The chemistry department will
use $2,500 of the award, while
the remaining $1,500 is scheduled to aid the teaching of other
subjects which contribute to the
education
of scientists
and
engineers.
Colleges selected to receive
du Pont grants are chosen on
their records of education in
chemistry. The funds are to be
used at the discretion of the institution so as to advance the
teaching of chemistry and stimulate interest in it. This is the
fourth year Bates has received a
grant from the corporation.
Expresses Appreciation
In announcing the receipt of
the du Pont grant, President
Phillips commented, "The appreciation we feel toward the increasing support of our educational efforts by industry can
best be shown by our constant
efforts to improve upon the facilities available to Bates students.
"The partnership we share
with industry is a responsible
one, for through industry's financial aid, Bates and similar
colleges all over America can in
turn help supply industry with
better trained personnel."

Upholding the resolution will
be Willard Martin and Charles
Sayward. They will be opposed
by Howard Kunreuther and
Richard Tceven. Each will have
a seven minute main presentation speech and a four minute
rebuttal.
Two varsity teams will debate
before the Augusta Rotary Club
Monday, January 14. Presenting
arguments on the national topic,
"Resolved: the United States
should discontinue direct economic aid to foreign countries,"
will be the affirmative team of
Robert Harlow and Elvin Kaplan opposed by Janice Tufts

By Subscription

Rob Players OHer
"Don Juan In Hell"
Schaeffer Plans Drama Quartet
As Season's Second Production

Calling All Skaters!

Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer has announced that George
Bernard Shaw's "Don Juan In Hell" has been selected for
the next Robinson Players' production.
*_
This will be presented March
8, 9, and 10. The production, a presented on Broadway as a
drama quartet reading,
will drama quartet reading under the
mark the innovation of this direction of Charles Laughton.
Sir Cedric Hardwick, Charles
form of drama at Bates.
Boyer, and Agnes Moorhead also
This year marks the George
participated in this performance.
Bernard Shaw centennial and
The play is an excerpt from
theater groups throughout the
Shaw's longer dramatic work
country are presenting Shaw
"Man and Superman."
plays as part of the celebration.
All members of Robinson
For example, "Apple Cart,"
Players
who are interested in ob"My Fair Lady," and "Major
taining
a
part for the production
Barbara" are currently being
are
advised
to watch the bulletin
Bates men test talents on skating rink now open behind presented on Broadway.
board
in
the
Little Theater for
Parker Hall. (See schedule below.)
(Photo by Blunda) Plan Tryouts Soon
tryout notices.
"Don Juan In Hell" was first

Outing Club Opens SkatingRink;
Schedules Hours For Student Use
The Outing Club announced
Saturday that for the present
last year's skating rink hours
will be in effect.
The schedule is as follows:
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, 7-11 p.m.; Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday, 7-10
p. m.
The rink, situated behind
Parker, is maintained as a service of (he Outing Club and is

Four View Honor System
In Soph Prize Debate
By Chris Ives
Tomorrow evening at 7 p. m.
the spohomore class prize debate will be held in the Filene
room, Pettigrew Hall. The topic,
"Resolved: Bates College should
adopt an academic honor system," will be debated to continue the presentation of ideas,
pro and con, which have been
dicussed on campus during this
semester concerning the establishment of such a system.

frudenf

and Grant Reynolds on the negative side.
The two-hundredth anniversary of Alexander Hamilton's
birth will be observed throughout the nation by the awarding
of a scholarship to a high school
student in each state who best
exemplifies the ability to reason
and effective oratory of Alexander Hamilton. The winners will
also form a constitutional convention in Philadelphia next
June.
Prof. Brooks Quimby, assisted
by an advisory committee of
high school teachers, will select
the recipients of the award for
Maine and New Hampshire. The
choice of the winners will be
made largely through their performances in the regular contests of the Bates Interscholastic
Debate League.
In February Bates debate
teams will travel to the M.I.T.
invitational debate tourney. The
freshman prize debate and a televised debate will also be held
after mid-years. Teams for both
these events will be announced
at a later date.

open for use to all Bates students.
Abide By Rules
Students are
requested to
abide by the rules of courtesy
while on the ice, and to avoid
skating when the "No Skating"
signs are posted, to prevent
damage to the hard base of the
ice. The rink was flooded during
the Christmas vacation.

Club Night
Next Tuesday evening is
the monthly club night.
Notices will be posted on the
bulletin boards giving program and lime of meeting
for the various campus organizations.

Students Enroll In
Swimming Instructor
Course At YMCA
The Auburn YMCA course for
swimming instructors is scheduled to open January 24, 1957.
Classes will be held every
Thursday from 8:30-9:30 p. m. in
the YMCA building, 62 Turner
Street, under the instruction of
Mrs. Cecile St. Hilaire.
Anyone over 18 years of age
who has completed a life saving course is eligible for this
program. January 17 has been
designated as the registration
deadline and a registration fee of
$10 will be charged which- will
cover the entire course.
If a sufficient number of persons does not enroll, the instructors' course will not be held.

Skiers Prepare

Orators Vie For
Contest Prizes
The finals of the Junior-Senior
prize speaking contest will be
presented in chapel Monday
and Wednesday mornings. The
finalists were chosen in tryouts
held prior to the Christmas vacation.
Monday morning Ruth Zimmerman will speak on the current fear of being alone and the
value of solitude. Grant Reynolds will discuss realism in international politics.
Perry, Trogler Speak
"Here's Your Chance to Help"
will be the subject of Bruce
Perry's address Wednesday
morning. Joanne Trogler will
speak on the topic, "Time to Get
Awake."
Prizes of $25 and $15 will be
awarded to the first and second
place winners. The contest will
be judged by Prof. Brooks Quimby, Prof. Lavinia Schaeffer, and
Rev. Carl E. McAllister, and is
under the direction of Prof. Ryland H. Hewitt.

Car Owners

Coeds (1. to r.) Betty Langle, Kari Singsaas, and Barbara
Smith make preparations for season's first ski trip.

Dean Waller H. Boyce
reminds car owners that
parking regulations will be
strictly enforced. Violators
will receive notices and will
be required to pay a line.
Copies of the parking regulations may be obtained
from Dean Boyce's office.
Men are also reminded that
new campus cars as well as
registration changes must
also be reported to the office.
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Dr. Zerby Proposes Close
Student - Bates Relations
Speaking in Chapel Monday
morning. Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby
asked the question, "Do Bates
students have a clear idea as to
what the College ought to be?"

it can be achieved, the crux of
the problem must be in deciding
what areas are important for action. "We must always ask ourselves," the Cultural Heritage
"The contention and dissatis- professor declared, "what is realfaction at a college often centers ly essential to our idea of a
around
relatively insignificant college."
points," Dr. Zerby explained. Muit Work Together
Since all complaints must either
Dr. Zerby described how disarise from selfish desires or appointing a visit to world fafrom a sincere interest in the mous Eton in England would be.
welfare of the college, it is im- The equipment and facilities
portant that the question be fi- there would be scorned by
nally resolved within every stu- American college students, yet
dent.
some of the world's greatest men
have graduated from Eton.
Should Seek Goal
"I believe in Bates," Dr. ZerDr. Zerby went on to ask if a
college could have an individual by concluded; "I believe in its
character of its own, and if it future. Our situation is not so
can, what would be ideal for difficult that we cannot take
Bates. If such an ideal is possi- great steps forward by bringing
ble, the next question is just the students, faculty, and trushow can that ideal be form- tees together for work towards
a common goal."
ulated.
When we have arrived at a
goal to work for and know how

Hickories Take First
Ski Trip Of Winter
To Mount Sugarloaf
The Hickories Ski Trip left
Sunday morning at 8:30 a. m. for
their first ski trip of the year under the direction of Judith Larkin and John Nickerson. Approximately 75 students boarded
the buses for the drive to
Sugarloaf Mountain near Kingfield.

Smith Discloses Faculty, Student Examine
Spring Plans Of
Cyprus Crisis In Cit Lab
Choral Society Dr. Roy P. Fairfield, Mr. Theo- uation as it exists in Cyprus toThe Choral Society has completed plans for its second semester activities. Prof. D. Robert
Smith has announced that the
annual Pops Concert will be
given on March 16 by the Choral Society and Band. The general committee, headed by Harry
Bennert '58 and Anita Kastner
'59 has chosen "Nautical Whirl"
as a theme.
Rehearsal is already underway
for this final production by the
music groups which will feature
dancing as well as concert music. The concert is a formal affair.
Make Reservations
Admission price is
couple, and students
to make reservations
four with Mrs. Robert

$2.50 per
are asked
in sets of
B. Berkle-

Institute Announces Programs
For Study In Foreign Nations
Opportunities for foreign study
have been listed by the Institute of International Education.
Post-graduate
students,
and
highly qualified undergraduates
in their junior and senior year,
are eligible for summer study
at British Universities. Six week
courses are being offered at Oxford, Stratford-on-Avon, and at
the capital cities of London and
Edinburgh.
In addition each of the universities will arrange trips to
places of interest in the surrounding area. A limited number
of scholarships are being offered
to undergraduate students. The
closing date for scholarship applications is March 1 and for
regular applications, March 30.

The trails at Sugarloaf have
been extended and nn additional
T-bar lift has been constructed.
Conditions were reported as
good. Those students who did
not have skis of their own were
able to rent them through the
Outing Club equipment program. The skiers returned to the
campus after supper.
Isreal Offers Fellowship
Schedule OC Trip
Competition is open for one
An Outing Club ski trip is research fellowship offered by
scheduled for next Sunday, also the Government of Isreal. The
to Sugarloaf. Sign-ups were grant is for $900 and the tuition
taken early this week for the at an Isreali university will be
buses. This trip will be under free.
the direction of Damon Dustin
Applicants must hold a bacheand Judith Svirsky.
lor's degree and, in addition, a
knowledge of Hebrew is desirable. All applications must be
submitted by February 28.
Calendar

Tonight
Ceylon Offers Scholarships
The University of Ceylon,
Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m., Chapel
Peradeniya, is offering two felSaturday
lowships to American graduate
Basketball game
students
for the academic year
Dance (after game), Chase
beginning in June. The awards
Hall
will cover room, board and tuiSunday
tion.
Grantees should have
OC Ski Trip, 8:15 a.m.
funds to pay their own travel
Tuesday
and incidental expenses.
Club Night
Additional
information
on
these opportunities may be obtained by writing to the Institute of International Education,
Chapel Schedule
1 East 67th Street, New York
21, N. Y.
Friday
United Nations speaker
A selected group of twenty
Monday
Senior public speaking contest:
Ruth
Zimmerman,
Grant Soph Prize Debate
Reynolds
AH students are urged to
Wednesday
attend the Sophomore Prize
Junior public speaking conDebate at 7 p. m. tomorrow
test: Joanne Trogler, Bruce
evening in the Filene Room,
Perry
Pettigrew Hall. The topic
"Resolved: Bates College
should adopt the academic
Music Room
honor system" will be dis2-4 p. m.
Tomorrow
cussed, (see story p. 1)
7:30-9:30 p.m.
Monday

college students will spend six
weeks this summer in Berlin
studying the German language,
culture, art, and the civilization
of Germany.
Additional information may be obtained by
writing to Classrooms Abroad,
525 George Street, New Haven,
Conn.

dore P. Wright, Jr., and Dennis
Skiotis conducted a symposium
on the Cyprus situation in Citizepship Laboratory last Thursday. This case was discussed as
an example of the problems facing American statesmen today
in their formulation of foreign
policy.
Dr. Fairfield introduced the
topic by noting some of the recent developments and the sit-

day.
Skiotis Speaks For Greece
Skiotis then gave the Greek
viewpoint, emphasizing the case
as a moral question, rather
than an economic or political
one. The great majority of the
Cypriots, he stated, are of
Hellenic origin and consider
themselves Greeks. Therefore,
he reasoned, they should be free
to belong to Greece.
The British viewpoint was
presented by Dr. Fairfield, who
pointed out that the Greek government is the most unstable
government in Europe. He observed it would be dangerous to
turn over to Greece an island
with a Turkish minority which
would be subject to persecution,
and an island with a population
that is 35 to 40 per cent Communist.

man. Professor Smith will conduct both the chorale and band
for the evening of "nautical"
music.
Plans are also being discussed
for an appearance of the AllState College Band here in
April. The All - State Band,
which is usually held at Colby,
brings together
select
band
members from each of the four
Maine colleges for three days of Wright Concludes Symposium
rehearsal, highlighted by a conWright concluded the sympocert on the last evening.
sium by explaining the United
States' interests and proposing
Letters To The Editor possible solutions for easing the tension in Cyprus, the
Students are again reminded
best of which, he stated, would
thai a 11 lelters-lo-lhe-ediior
be a wholesale population transmust be signed by the sendfer of the Turkish minority, and
er(s). They may, however,
a policy of "delay the issue."
request to have their name
The discussion was followed by
a question and answer period.
withheld from publication.

Opportunities Beckon Seniors
Representatives from several
companies will interview interested seniors during the coming
week. Tomorrow the B. F.
Goodrich Company will send
R. P. Stock to talk with all
senior men who would like to
work in the fields of chemistry
or physics after graduation.
Offers Varied Jobs
Carl W. Lauterbach of Eastman Kodak Company will interview men and women on
Friday.
Career
opportunities
with the company are available
in the areas of economics, chemistry, physics and mathematics.
Men interested in bank examiner or management training
positions are invited to talk
with Martin French of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
next Thursday.
All seniors interested in interviews with these representatives should sign up at the
Guidance and Placement Office
as soon as possible.
Describes Women's Jobs
Senior women majoring in biology and who have had some
chemical training should take
note of the opportunity to act as
professional assistants in research on new drugs at the
Squibb Institute for Medical Research. All those interested

— R I T Z —

should write to Dr. John C.
Burke, Department of Pharmocodynamics, The Squibb Institute for Medical Research, New
Brunswick, N. J.
Cornell University has announced an opening for a woman
laboratory technician in the
School of Nutrition. Experience
in microbiology or chemistry if
desirable since the duties will involve working with bacteria cultures. Any senior woman interested should contact Jane E.
Brooks, Employment Manager at
Cornell.
Offers Assislantships
Ohio University is offering assistantships of $1,600 to all
seniors planning to do graduate
work in the field of human relations. Under this two year plan
the assistant lives in the dormitory and works with the resident
counsellor by aiding the freshman in his personal growth and
development.
Candidates should write to Dr.
Bernard R. Black, Assistant
Dean and Chairman of the Human Relations Department, Ohio

STRAND
Wed. - Sat.

The Last Man to Hang
Tom Conway
Elizabeth Sellars

"Coeur de Maman"

WED. - THURS.: "AUTUMN
(Mother's Heart)
LEAVES," Joan Crawford,
Cliff Robertson; "THE BEACH- A French-Canadian Picture
COMBER,"
Robert Newton,
Glynis Johns
Sun. - Wed.
FRI.-SAT.: "THE MOUNTAIN."
"Blonde Sinner"
Spencer Tracy, Robert WagDiana Dore
ner; "SATELLITE IN THE
SKY," Kieron Moore, Lois
Yvonne Mitchell
Maxwell
SUN. - TUES.:
"GUYS AND
DOLLS," Marlon Brando,
Frank Sinatra; and "24 HOUR
ALERT"

"Young Guns"
Russ Tamblyn
Gloria Talbot

University, Athens, Ohio.
Sponsors Seminars
Two conferences, one dealing
with Education and Non-Conformity and the other concerning the United Nations, are
being sponsored by the New
England Chapter of the American Friends Service Committee.
The Education Seminar will
be held from January 25-27 at
Deerfield, Mass., while the United Nations Conference will take
place January 31-February 2 at
the U. N. Building, New York
City. All interested students
should check with the Guidance
Office for further details.
Provides Fellowship
Fashion fellowships, covering
tuition for the one-year course at
Tobe-Coburn School of New
York City, are being offered to
senior women. All those interested should write to Fashion
Fellowship Secretary, 851 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N. Y.,
before January 28, for registration blanks.
Career workbooks are now being distributed to all senior
men by Robert Kunze.

E_M_P_I_R_E
Wed. - Sat.
"THE GIRL HE LEFT
BEHIND"
Jayne Mansfield, Tom Ewell,
Ray Anthony, Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London, Barry Gordon,
Henry Jones. John Em9ry,
Juanita Moore. Fats Domino,
The Platters, Little Richard and
His Band, Gene Vincent and
His Blue Caps, The Treniers,
Eddie Fontaine, Abbey Lincoln,
The Chuckles, Johnny Olenn,
Nino Tempo, Eddie Cochran
ALIVE AND JUMPING WITH
ROCK 'N' ROLL TUNES
CINEMASCOPE - COLOR
"Catching Sea Creatures"
CINEMASCOPE SPORTSLIGHT

"The Purloined Pup"
CARTOON
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Letters To The Editor
Best wishes and congratulations to engaged: Barbara
Prince and Jim Upton, Kay Dill
and Gene Taylor, Hilda Johnson
and Jim Ekstrom, Carol Gibson
Thomas Smith, Kay Johnand Larry Beer, Jan Tufts
and Nick Hughes, Loretta Fortin and Barry Moores. Also engaged are: Ruth Warfield and
Hank Bauer, Barbara Wade and
William Babby, Louise Oncley
and Carl Nordahl, Priscilla Shaw
and Russell Tiffany, Joan Kudla
and Rudy Wirth, Janet Musser
and Don Stahl. Married: Darlene
Hurst and Waner Holman, Margie Terani and Walter Reuling,
and Kay Parker and Jon Grant.

f£%

Many hands make light
work was realized by Dick
Hall when the girls in Rand
did a decoration job on his
jacket last Saturday. It is
now complete with bright
coloured patches, shoulder
pads, buttons and various
other thoughtful items.
Some of the students returning
via bus after vacation noticed
that the buses lack several of the
"conveniences of home" — namely one that made it necessary to
rush into the stations at each
stop. Five hours is a long time
between stops on cold days.
A certain Jazz band has
been giving impromptu but
"spirited" late night performances for the benefit of
the Parkers recently. They
may be adding keen competition to the serenading
groups on campus.
(Continued in fifth column)

December 17, 1956 undertaking, I am certain that it
To the Editor:
exemplified the worthwhile kind
I wish to offer my sincere con- of student-planned,
prepared,
gratulations and thanks to all and executed activity of which
who took part in the Christmas everyone in the "Bates family"
Vespers. In my opinion it was can justly be proud.
the most outstanding musical
It displays the kind of responprogram and the best religious sible leadership which shows
program of this year, and is students as maturing men and
comparable only to last year's women. May I suggest to whopresentation of the "Messiah."
ever is responsible that they
The program was even great- continue their outstanding ener to me because it was com- deavors, possibly with an allpletely planned by students and campus Holy Week vespers serbecause I knew of the forces vice in the Spring?
which opposed these students in
Stan Maxwell '58
their presentation of this proTo the Editor:
gram.
Take Great Stride
Those happy children's voices
I think a great stride has been heard floating through Chase
taken in proving the ability of Hall last Thursday (Dec. 13)
Bates students to put on a fine were not, contrary to the belief
performance under their own di- of superior upperclassmen, those
rection. I hope that in the fu- of subfreshmen.
ture, when there are students
The shouts came from 28 unwilling to give a great deal of derprivileged children of LewistHtyr time to planning a beauti- ton, and their happiness testified
ful service of worship to God, to the success of the annual
they will be permitted to do so Christmas party sponsored by
without opposition.
the Christian Association. ProCharlie Updegraph '59 fessor Wait, as Santa C'aus, distributed to the excited children
To the Editor:
stockings which had been made
May I use your columns t'o by the girls' dorms and filled
congratulate publicly the stu- with trinkets and toys with the
dents who were responsible for aid of contributions from the
the excellent Christmas vespers men.
which were conducted in the Find Time To Help
Chapel the Monday before vaOther students, in spite of the
cation.
rush of a busy season and preFor so busy a time in the Christmas exams, found time to
school year, it is significant that help with decorations, refreshsuch a large percentage of the ments, games, and transportastudent body, as well as several tion. A big THANK YOU goes
faculty members were in at- to "Santa" and his "helpers." I
tendance. I for one have heard hope that next year even more
none but appreciative comments Bates students will join the
for the music and meditations C.A. in making Christmas a hapwhich were presented.
pier time for these children who
While it is difficult to analyze have so little.
the spiritual value of such an
Linda Tanner, chairman

THREE

Alumnus Of The Week
(Continued from first column)
Anna Karenina was given a
royal funeral on the fourth floor
of West Parker recently.
What West-Parkerite lost
$10 on a bet because her
roommate went skating in a
tight red jersey and skates
and not much else?
After racing across burning
sands and frozen tundra, jungle
growth and Arctic ice, big white
bwana Ken Parker got his car
mired in the snow on the banks
of bonny J.B. Bwana may be
seen between three and four or
by appointment.
Thomas Spooner
Thomas Spooner was graduated from Bates with the class of
1905. While at Bates, Spooner
was a member of College Club
and is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa.
In 1936, he was appointed
manager of the research laboratories, Westinghouse Research
Laboratories. In 1950, Spooner
made a trip by plane to Washington every other week as consultant with ' the Defense Production Administration.
Lives In Florida
Among his published works
are numerous papers presented
before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, American
Physical Society, and the American Society for Testing Materials.
Spooner is presently the retired director of research of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. of Pittsburg, and
is now living in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla,

What junior coed dazzled
two Bales bobcats at bowling Saturday night and
bathed in the semi-tropical
sunshine of her voluptiout
splendor for the rest of the
evening, that is, until eleven
thirty.
Donations are now being accepted to keep one deceased
Trollmobile from being junked
due to lack of scratch for insurance bill. See J. P. C.
Quote for the week: Be persistent, but don't get burned.
Congratulations are in order for Professor Quimby
and the college when one
senior member visited California this Xmas and want
to Stanford after stating ha
attended a small liberal aits
college in Maine. The reply
to him was . . . "Oh, you
must mean Bates, where
Professor Quimby is."

has the answer on flavor !
No guesswork here! Your first puff will tell you, this filter
cigarette tastes like a cigarette! There's rich, full flavor here.
And a pure, snowy-white filter that does its job so well the
flavor really comes through to you. That's why Winston
is America's favorite filter smoke. Make it yours!

RIYNOLD*
CCO CO..
>1ALKM, N.

Smoke WINSTON ...enjoy the snow-white filter in the cork-smooth tip!
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Editorials
Campus Church Services

Symphonic Music 'Finds An Ear'
As America Demands Real Thing

A recent "inquiring reporter" story appearing on the
By James Parham
feature pages of the STUDENT discussed the question of
(Author's
It is a littlewhether or not Sunday church services should be held on known factnote:
that Professor
campus. It is difficult to give a straight yes or no answer to Redding of the English Dethis question since each side has strong points in its favor. partment spends much of
leisure time enjoying
Those opposing such services state that students prefer his
classical music. In a recent
to attend the church of their own denomination. Campus interview he expressed his
views on the growth of symservices would probably be somewhat non-sectarian.
music in America,
Others feel there would be difficulty obtaining an ordained phonic
which have been incorminister at an appropriate hour since ministers are gener- porated in the following
article.)
ally busy at their own churches during most of Sunday
morning. With limited or non-existent funds Bates could Today, with symphonic ornot afford its own minister.
chestras in almost every large
Town - Gown Relations
Perhaps the most valid criticism of campus religious services is that in order to continue to improve town-college
relations it is important for Bates students to attend church' es where they come into contact with people of the community. Campus services might sever an important tie with
the community.
A final problem involved concerns determining the denomination for which the service should be conducted. Nondenominational Protestant services would exclude most
Jewish and Catholic students; rotating with Jewish, Protestant and Catholic services, similar to the present Wednesday morning Chapel program would perhaps be a solution
but might prevent a strong core congregation from being established. Before establishing church services on campus
it might be well to poll students to determine how many
would attend.
Different Needs
There are, however, strong points in favor of Sunday
campus religious services. Bates students have different
needs than most congregations in the community. The
churches are not aimed at meeting these particular needs
which could be handled more effectively on campus.
Sunday chapel would offer an excellent opportunity to
pre-theological students to conduct the services. Being part
of the student body themselves, they are likely to know and
understand the problems and religious needs of the college
than are many religious leaders of the community who
have little or no contact with the campus. There are also
professors who might be interested in conducting the
services.
Trial Basis
From the standpoint of convenience, campus services
might gain attendance from many who feel that downtown
Lewiston or Auburn is too far to go to attend church. This
would be particularly true during times of the year when
weather conditions are unpleasant.
Since there are both advantages and disadvantages to
having religious services on campus perhaps the best way
to determine the value of and response to such a program
would be to try it out on a trial basis for a month or two.
The program could then be evaluated with a concrete basis
of experience on which to judge.
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city, and classical music available on record and radio, the
American public has come to enjoy and appreciate music more
than ever before.
Symphonic music's rise in popularity in America had its beginnings in the late Nineteenth and
early Twentieth century. It was
during this period that many of
the philharmonic and symphony
orchestras were formed. The
oldest, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, was founded in 1881.
The New York Philharmonic and
the Chicago Symphony orchestras were established shortly
thereafter.
Leisure Class Stirs Growth
The formation of these early
orchestras was stirred by the
growth of the leisure class in

American society. Previously,
Americans had put all efforts
into building a nation and fighting a civil war. But in the postCivil War era there devoleped a
society which, in an attempt to
regain the old- European opulence, cultivated a taste for
music.
The first symphony orchestras
presented programs which varied
slightly. There were' certain
pieces which the public liked, and
the orchestras repeated these at
every performance, at the cost of
eliminating any attempts in experimentation.
However, in later years conductors developed the attitude
that by playing what the public
should hear, instead of what they
wanted, the public would eventually come to appreciate a
wider range of music.
Wars Affect Music
Conductors such as Damrosh,
Serge Koussevitsky, who introduced contemporary music; and
Leopold Stokowski, who glamorized symphonic music, all refused to cater to public taste.
The two World Wars had a
marked effect on symphonic
music in America. No piece by

Inquiring Reporter

Athletics Panel Takes Up
Sports Emphasis Issue
Hi, kids! The Campus Club is
on the air! As you know, the
purpose of this program is to find
out students' opinions on current
college questions. Let me introduce the panel. On my right is
Wilma Gero. a senior whom we
saw cheering our team to the
State Championship.
Next meet Norm Levine, a
member of the football squad for
four years, and who has shown a
great deal of school and team
spirit. Bud Baxter is the third
member of the panel. Bud has
managed several school teams
and is currently interested in
the advocation of a soccer team
at Bates.
Program Suits Resources
Should more emphasis be
placed on sports at Bates College? That is the question that
our panel shall attempt to answer tonight. For chivalrous reasons, let us call on Wilma first.
"At present the Bates intercollegiate athletic program is, I
think, very well suited to the resources and abilities of a small
college campus. In addition our
program of men's and women's
intramural
athletics provides
participation for those not competing in varsity sports.
Include Additional Sports
"Rather than putting more
emphasic on the sports we already have, I think we should
expand our program to include
additional sports so that an even
larger number of students can
participate in the sport of their
choice.
"A step in this direction was
made in the addition of a soccer team. At a school where winter sports are such an important
part of campus life, I feel some
provision should be made for the
inclusion of an ice hockey team
in the school's athletic program."
But, what is your reaction to

I the question? "I am in favor of
having a regular soccer team at
Bates, although I think that the
team was not supported very
well this year. Not only soccer,
but skiing should become a regular team, each with coaches.
"In regard to student support,
I feel that the football team was
given excellent encouragement.
However all the teams that exist
must be supported by good
attendance."
Make Allowances For Athletics
Here is Norm's reply. "As a
small college (as far as manpower-ratio goes, the smallest in
the country maintainmg a football team), I fee! that Bates
should not place more emphasis
on sports. However more allowances should definitely be made
for those who participate in
athletics.
The major aoorts require more
time per week, and more expenditure of energy than any other
extra-curricular activity.
This
affects the preparation of studies.
At most college5 consideration is
given to these facts. At Bates
the situation could and should
be approved."
You've had the opinions of
three people who have been involved in sports at Bates. What
do you think? Should we place
more emphasis on sports?

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

t-&i£ \JsqocuCa
50 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-5241

a German composer could be
played in America during World
War I, thus the works of such
great German composers as
Bibh, Brahms, Beethoven, Shumann, and Wagner were lost for
several years. This loss encouraged local talent, which gave
Americans the chance to develop
a contemporary music of their
own.
Exiles Aid Americans
During the Second World War
Hitler drove many of the German musicians, conductors, and
composers from Germany. These
exiled men arriving here did
much for American music.
Following both world wars,
there was increased activity in
the musical world. After the
First World War, symphonic
music spread to the West, as
orchestras were formed in the
larger cities there. Broadcasts of
the New York Philharmonicwere initiated during the 1930's.
During this period there was a
feeling of cultivating the American public.
Stimulate Interest
In the post-World War II period, the widespread availability
of symphonic music stimulated
interest more than ever. At this
time such radio programs as the
Firestone Hour, the Bell Telephone Hour, and similar broadcasts exposed more people to
symphonic music.
The initiation of Music Appreciation courses in colleges, which
helped tha uncultured to better
appreciate classical music, and
recent development of high fidelity and long-playing records in
phonographs have had a marked
effect in stimulating public interest in symphonic music.
Sales Demonstrate Popularity
The change in attitude toward
symphonic music in this country
during the past fifteen to twenty
years has been astonishing. No
longer is it looked down upon to
enjoy symphonic music; on the
contrary, it is considered quite
fashionable in some sets to attend the symphony regularly.
The steady increase in sales of
classical recordings demonstrates
the waxing popularity of classical music, and this enthusiasm
has stimulated a greater attendance at the symphony — demonstrating that there is no substitute for the real thing.

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. al Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
at
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"
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Bobcats Top Williams 78-73
Rally Gives 'Cats JV's Beat MCI 70-59;
Fourth Win In Row Lose Rematch 123-89
Bates' -greatly improved varsity basketball squad increased
their winning streak to four
straight last Friday night by defeating powerful Williams College 78-73
at Williamstown,
Mass.
Record Now 4-2
Both squads entered the game
with identical 3-2 records but
the Williams cagers were unable
to cope with the smooth ball
handling and sharp-shooting of
the Bobcats.
Callender Hot
Junior Will Callender, enjoying his best game of the season,
led the scoring with 27 points,
while Captain George Schroder
chipped in with 18 points. 17 of
them coming in the second half,
as he helped rally the Garnet
from behind.
Rebound Well
Bates again appeared strong
on defense as they controlled
both boards much of the time
and constantly dogged the Williams shooters.
Hedeman, Morton and White
performed well for the losers,
with Morton ending up as high
man for the night with 20 points.
Play Bowdoin
Bates' next game is tonight
against Bowdoin at Brunswick.
The Bobcats will be seeking
their fifth straight win, while
the Polar Bears attempt to tie
the Bobcats for second place in
the State Series.
New Ivy League
SPORT SHIRTS
CREW NECK SWEATERS
Lamb's Wool
10% Student Discount

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP
136 Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4141

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents:
PAUL PERRY
DICK MORAES

CONGRATULATIONS
to the Basketball Team
for their Win Over Williams

COOPER'S
Sabatius Street
We Serve The Best

The Summary:
Bates (78)
FG
F TP
Schroder, f
8
2
18
Candelmo
2
2
6
DeMartine, f
10
2
Feld
4
0
8
Callender, c
10
7
27
Sutherland
1
2
4
Hartleb, g
10
2
Burke, g
2
15
O'Grady
3
0
6

Williams (73)
FG
6
Lewis, f
2
Hedeman, f
2
Brown
7
Morton, c
1
Weinstein, g
1
Hughes
5
Parker, g

F
3
11
0
6
2
0
3

TP
15
15
4
20
4
2
13

By Alan Wayne
A red-hot MCI quintet knocked
the Bates Jayvees out of the unbeaten ranks and evened up
their annual home and home
series as they outplayed the visitors, 123-89, in a free-scoring affair at Pittsfield last Saturday
night. Previous to the Christmas
recess, the locals had defeated
MCI 70-59 in the Alumni Gym.

Totals
24
25 73
Half time score: Williams 37.
Totals
32
14 78 Bates 32.
Lose First
The Bobkittens, in dropping
their first game in five starts,
were hampered by an all-court
press by the prep schoolers, plus
the fact that the small confines
of the Pittsfield gym contributed
By Bill O'Connell
"Spook" Sutherland with 4 came heavily to their downfall.
Captain George Schroder led through with vital second half
MCI, led by Dick Bishop, who
the Bates Bobcats to an 84-76 markers for the Garnet 5.
dumped in 36 points, had seven
State Series basketball upset
Bud Stover was high man for
over the Polar Bears from Bow- the Polar Bears with 19 and men in double figures, while
Bates with Joe Murphy's 28
doin in Alumni Gym Dec. 12.
teammates Harry Carpenter and markers had five in the upper
Dick Willey scored 16 and 14 brackets, in a contest that saw
Tie For Second
respectively.
little defense by either side.
This victory tied the Bobcats
The Bobcats surprised with a
with the Polar Bears for the
Bishop Hoops 36
runnerup spot in the series com- man to man defense for the first
Maine Central Institute held a
time
this
year
and
came
up
with
petition behind defending and
unbeaten Colby. It was the first 31 out of 77 from the floor for a slim 25-23 lead at the end of the
first period. However, sparked
loss in three starts for Bowdoin 40.3 percentage.
by Bishop, Dave Mosher, Bob
and brought the Garnet to an
Bowdoin (76)
Billington, et al, they took a
overall 2-2 mark.
G
F
P commanding 63-42 lead at halfStover, f
8
3
19 time.
Schroder High Scorer
2
17
Schroder scored 23 points for Carpenter
The home team couldn't do
0
4
4
the Bobcats, 13 of them in the Fraser, c
F. Johnson
1
0
2 anything wrong as they posted a
decisive second half despite the
Putnam
0
0
0 third stanza score of 97-68 and
pressure of four personal fouls
B. Johnson, g
3
3
9 coasted to a 123-89 triumph, enall the way, and was the game's
McGovern
3
17 joying a 34 point bulge as the
outstanding rebounder.
Willey
3
3
14 final buzzer sounded.
Bates pulled away early in the
Murphy Hot
second half after the teams had
Totals
22
32 76
Jon Whitten tallied 18 points
battled on even terms in the first
Bates (84)
for Bates, with Jim Wiley (14),
half 36-36. In the first half the
G
F
P Art PfeifTer (13), and Dave
score was tied eight times and
5
2
12 Smith (12) close behind. John
the lead changed hands on five Callender, f
4
1
9 Hooper was the only player not
occasions. The Garnet had an 8- Feld
4
2
10 to commit a foul as a number
point lead at one time, only to Hartleb
2
2
6
be tied again and the Bowdoin Candelmo
8
7 23
5 could only get a 3-point spread Schroder, c
2
0
4
on its rival's at any time during Sutherland
Burke,
f
5
1
11
the game.
Rushefsky
0
1
1
Poor foul shooting by the BobDeMartine
16
8
cats, 8 out of 18, enabled Bowdoin to stay in the game with
Totals
31
22 84
accurate 18 out of 23 shooting
By Jack O'Grady
Halftime
score:
Bates
36,
Bowfrom the free throw line.
Bates'
fighting Bobcats predoin 36. Kiley and Lee. 2-20's.
The lead changed hands twice
sented Coach Verne Ullom a
at the start of the second half
fitting Christmas gift as they
and here is where Bates went
fought their way to an uphill 91out in front to stay 44, 38, after
victory over Maine before
3 minutes of play. Midway in the
3000 fans at Orono.
iecond half the Bobcats rose to
Come From Behind
ke a ten-point advantage, 56The Garnet came from behind
46, and the Polar Bears never
eight times and were
also
got closer than six points.
caught
by
the
Pale
Blue
six
Will Callender played an all
other times in the hotly contestaround excellent game for the
ed fracas.
Garnet and dropped in 5 from
the floor and 2 free throws for 12
Bobcat Captain George Schropoints.
der joined in a personal scoring
Bob Burke, who was a great
duel with the Bears' flashy Keith
help to the Bobcats in the second
Mahaney, as the 'Cat forward
half, hit for 11. Bob really found
added five points to his total in
his edge in the second half and
the fiery last five minutes to outwas one of the big reasons for
score Mahaney 30-29.
the Bobcats pulling away from
Burke Scores
the Polar Bears.
However, it was Bob Burke's
Jack Hartleb also hit double
22 points that kept the Garnet in
figures for Bates with 10 and rethe game during the first half.
serves Gerry Feld with 9, Phil
Candelmo with 6,
and Big
Senior Jack Hartleb could not
have added his 7 points at a
CAPTAIN GEORGE SCHRODER more crucial moment as he undrops in a basket during 84-76 leashed a booming 40 foot set
victory over previously un- shot to tie the score at 88-88,
which, added to his two foul
beaten Bowdoin.

Garnet Tops Polar Bears
84-76 With Late Spurt

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

of key players on both sides
fouled out in the closing stages.

Murphy
Whitten
Wiley
Pfeiffer
Smith
Graves
Hooper
Walsh
Deacon

Bates (89)
FG
9
6
5
3
4
1
0
0
0

Totals
28
'
MCI (123)
FG
Bishop
13
Mosher
8
Billington
4
Smith
6
Densmore
4
Morin
2
Stewart
4
Collette
2
Spencer
2

FS PT
10
28
6
18
4
14
7
13
4
12
1
3
11
0
0
0
0
33

89

FS PT
10
36
2
18
4
12
0
12
4
12
7
11
2
10
3
7
15

Totals
45
33 123
4-10 min. periods.
12
3
4 Total
Bates
23 19 26 21
89
MCI
25 38 34 26
123
In a much more cautiously
played contest, the Jayvees defeated the powerful MCI squad,
70-59, on December 12 on the local court, extending their win
streak to four straight.
Top MCI
Whitten and Smith led the
Bobkittens with 14 points apiece,
with Wiley, PfeifTer, Murphy
and Ross Deacon turning in fine
jobs. •
The Jayvees held a 30-24 advantage at halftime. The triumvirate of Bishop, Billington, and
Mosher was limited to 18 points.
Dick Morin was top man for the
visitors with 27 points.

'Cats Come From Behind
To Top Pale Blue 91-88
shots in the last minute wrapped
up the win for the Bobcats.
The Statistics:
Bates (91)
FG
F TP
Schroder, rf
11
8
30
Candelmo
2
4
8
DeMartine, If
2
15
Feld
1
0
2
Callender, c
2
15
Sutherland
3
0
6
Hartleb, rg
15
7
Haines
0
0
0
Burke, lg
7
8 22
Davis
0
0
0
O'Grady
1
4
6
31

91

Maine (88)
FG F
Seavey, rf
5
3
Boynton
6
4
Coyne. If
2
2
Bragdon
1
0
Libby
3
0
F. Smith, c
13
Kosty, rg
2
7
Mahaney, lg
9
11
Ranco
0
0
Jones
0
0

TP
13
16
6
2
6
5
11
29
0
0

Totals

30

Totals
29
30
88
Officials: Parks and Soumi.

'
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WVBC Schedule
By Norm Levine
1957 rolled into Lewiston bringing with it the Garnet
hoopsters' fourth straight victory. It is interesting to note
that this is the Garnet's longest win streak since 1953.
The Jayvees lost their first game in five starts as they ran
into some rather questionable officiating and a red hot
MCI club. To illustrate the type of shooting display put on
by the Huskies, one has only to look at Dick Bishop (36
points) who hit 13 out of 16 field goal attempts.
The track team showed they had the stuff but succumbed
to a powerhouse Maine outfit in a close meet. The Pale Blue
by their early showing are definitely a threat for New England honors.
BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Shooting Percentage (Leaders)
O'Grady
Schroder
Sutherland
Burke
Callender

Candelmo
Burke
Schroder
DeMartine
Callender

Schroder
Callender
DeMartine

Burke

Schroder
Callender
Burke
DeMartine
Hartleb
Candelmo
Sutherland
Feld
O'Grady
Davis
Haines
Sullivan
Muth

Attemps
Made
11
6
93
42
19
9,
52
22*
83
30
Foul Shooting (Leaders)
Attemps
Made
9
8
32
20
53
29
35

32
17
19

Rebounds (Leaders)
Number
65
46
23
24
FG
42
30
22
8
13
10
9
11
6
3
2
1
1

Scoring
F
TP
32
116
19
79
20
64
17
33
7
33
8
18
3
21
1
23
5
17
4
10
0
4
1
3
0
2

IT'S FOR REAL!

Pet.
.545
.452
.474
.423
.361
Pet.
.889
.625
.604
.586
.543

Avg. per game
16.25
11.5
7.6
6.0
Avg. per game
19.3
13.1
10.6
6.6
5.5
4.6
3.5
3.8
3.4
2.5
1.0
1.0
.67

Tonight
8:00 Here's to Vets
8:15 The Student CouncilStudent Gov't Program
8:30 The Don Reese Show
(Music)
9:00 Talent Unlimited
9:15 Classical Music Time
9:30 "Your Gal"
,
10:00 Night Train - Pete Meilen
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Don Reese
11:00 Sign off
Tomorrow
8:00 News Analysis
with Grant Reynolds
8:15 The Anna Johnson Show
9:00 By-Line WVBC
with Bruce Jatkowske
9:15 Classical Music Time
10:00 The Paul Steinberg Show
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Joan Galambos
11:00 Sign off
Friday
8:00 "Rog and the Records"
with Roger Allen

8:30

"Tennessee Showboat"
9:00 Reggie Sings
with Sarah 'Tenn.' Walker
with Reggie Abbiati
9:00 Classical Music Time
9:15 Piano Playhouse
10:00 Drama from Microphone 3
with Anita Kastner
10:30 Land of Dreams
9:30 Classical Music Time
with Jerry LaPlante 10:00 For Cool Moderns
11:00 Sign off
with Joe Roberts
10:30 Land of Dreams
Saturday
with Bob Raphael
7:00 Spotlight on Variety
with Phil Lewis 11:00 Sign off
8:00 Saturday Night Jukebox Tuesday
with Mike Alpren 8:00 Top Ten Show
10:00 Easy Listenin'
with Ron Spicer
with Pete Koch
8:15
"640
Club"
1:00 Sign off
with Windy Stanley
Sunday
8:45 Dick Larson (Jazz)
2:00 Sunday Symphony with
Bill Waterston, host 9:00 Campus News Hawk
with Dick Hoyt
5:00 Sign off
9:15 Symphony Hall
7:00 Music for a Sunday
with Bob Cornell
Evening with Ray Hendess
10:00 "Dedicated to You" with
10:00 Sign off
Fred Drayton and
Monday
Craig Parker
8:00 Dick Sullivan's
10:30 Land of Dreams
Sports Review
with Phil Keirstead
8:15 The Chico Paige Show
11:00 Sign off

Garnet Thinclads Drop Opener
To Pale Blue Team At Orono
By Norm Clarke
The Bobcat Indoor Thinclads
dropped the opening meet of the
season as they traveled all the
way to Orono only to be turned
back by a strong University of
Maine squad, 68^ to 57^ at the
Field House last Saturday afternoon.
Set Records
Two meet records were topped
in the meet which showed that
the charges of Coach Walt Slovenski had ample strength in the
dashes, but lacked good depth in
the distance events. However,
both records were broken by
Maine boys. A long standing pole
vaulting record of 12 feet 9
inches was topped by two U of
Maine vaulters. Bill Schroder,
Summit, N. J., junior, and Dave
Linekin,
Normanda,
Quebec,
sophomore.

Finch Stars
Bill Finch of Saco, a junior at
the University, topped the meet
broad jump of 22 feet, 8</i inches with a jump of 23 feet 1%
inches, as well as first place in
the 50 yard dash.
Bright spots in the Bates output was in the fact that freshman Rudy Smith copped a win
in both the 300 and 600 yard
runs, as well as second in the 50
yard dash, and junior Jim
Wheeler placed first in both the
discus and shot put.

Smith Outstanding
Junior Bill Neuguth and freshman John Douglas rounded out
the Bates Blue ribbon winners
with respective wins in the high
hurdles and low hurdles.
Since the Garnet thinclads
could grab off but 6 undisputed
first places, the fact that they
Both cleared 12 feet 9'<i inch- | copped their share of the other
es, but neither was to top the 13 places in other events of the
foot University indoor record.
meet and could never quite over-

by Chester Field
See Our
BEAUTIFUL SILVER

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

AND CHINA SELECTIONS

Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery

(fMBBlAilta
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PENNY WISE*
POUND FOOLISH

MORAL: Rearrange your smoking
ideas and find what contentment
means. Get real pleasure, real
satisfaction, with Chesterfield—the
cigarette that's packed more
smoothly by Accu • Ray for the
smoothest-tasting smoke today!
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College Agent - Arlone Gardner
83 Lisbon St.

"I'm sad to say," said Tootsie Brown,
"The weight I gain just gets me down
Each bite, each drop of this or that,
Immediately turns to fat.
Some girls, I note, can eat and eat
And yet they still look trim and neat.
To aggravate the situation
I much dislike my fat's location.
I wouldn't so much want to change me,
If only I could rearrange me."
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Lewiston

Luiggi's Pizzeria
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horion and Sabattus Streets

Smoke for real . . . imoke Chastorf leld
•t50 goei to ANN BLACKMAB, Bowling Grttn
State University for her Cheater Field poem.
O Ustott * M ran Tobacco Co.

DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

come the supremacy of the University boys, saw them drop
this season's opener.
Appear Strong
However, the Bates contingent
have made a fairly strong effort
in this initial tussel, with a few
new faces appearing among the
winners, and if more of the
proven veterans of the squad
can begin producing as they
have in past seasons, Coach Slovenski and the Bates campus
can expect a winning season.
Summary:
Varsity Meet
Discus — 1, Wheeler (B); 2,
Hastings (M); 2, Fresina (B).
Dist, 133 ft., 6'A in.
Weight Throw — 1, Bickford
(M); 2, Fresina (B); 3, Chandler
(M). Dist., 48 ft., 7 in.
Pole Vault — 1, Schroeder
(M); 2, Linekin (M); 3, Hastings
(M). Hght., 12 ft., 9!_. in.
High Jump — 1, LaPointe.
Gartner, and Douglas (B), Stinson (M). Hght., 5 ft., 8 in.
Shot Put — 1, Wheeler (B); 2.
Burchard (M); 3, Soper (M).
Dist., 44 ft., 4'A in.
Mile — 1, Rearick (M); 2, Law
(M): 3, McDonald. Time 4:33.
50 Yd. Dash — 1, Finch (M);
2, Smith (B); 3, Spearin (M).
Time, 5.6 sec.
600 Yd. Run — 1. Smith (B);
2, Bessey (M); 3, McGrath (B).
Time, 1:14.4.
High Hurdles — 1, Neuguth
(B); 2, Stinson (M); 3, Douglas
(B). Time, 6.2 sec.
Broad Jump — 1, Finch (M);
2. Douglas (B); 3. Gartner (B).
Dist, 23 ft., 1W in.
Two Mile Run — 1, Rearick
(M): 2, Emery (M); 3, Dube (B).
Time, 10:23.2.
Low Hurdles — 1, Douglas
(B): 2, Neuguth (B): 3. Stinson
(M). Time, 7.8 sec.
1000 Yd. Run — 1. Law (M);
2. Bessev (M); 3, Wicks (B).
Time, 2:24.3.
300 Yd. Dash — 1, Smith (B);
2. McGrath (B); 3, Hall (M).
Time, 33.0 sec.

Lewiston
SHOE
CLINIC
QUICK DEPENDABLE
SERVICE
We're Ready To Serve
Bates Students
25 Sabattus St.
Lewiston

